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Realizing All-Spin–Based Logic
Operations Atom by Atom
Alexander Ako Khajetoorians, Jens Wiebe,* Bruno Chilian, Roland Wiesendanger

An ultimate goal of spintronic research is the realization of concepts for atomic-scale
all-spin–based devices. We combined bottom-up atomic fabrication with spin-resolved scanning
tunneling microscopy to construct and read out atomic-scale model systems performing logic
operations. Our concept uses substrate-mediated indirect exchange coupling to achieve logical
interconnection between individual atomic spins. Combined with spin frustration, this concept
enables various logical operations between inputs, such as NOT and OR.

I
n conventional silicon-based information tech-

nology, bits of information are represented

by charge stored in capacitors and processed

by transistor-based switches. The looming fun-

damental scaling limits of this technology toward

nanometer-sized devices (1) has led to an explo-

ration of a variety of alternative computation

schemes ranging frommolecular quantum dot cel-

lular automata (2, 3) and molecular cascades (4),

to spin capacitors (5), magnetic quantum dot cel-

lular automata (6), magnetic domain wall devices

(7–9), and eventually strategies for quantum com-

putation (10, 11). In the pursuit of highly energy-

efficient and high-speed devices that are compatible

with nonvolatile storage technology, spintronic

concepts offer much promise (12). Such concepts

harness the spin degree of freedom of nuclei, elec-

trons, atoms, molecules, or magnetic films rather

than the charge of electrons to store and process

information. Although many of the proposed de-

vices require spin to charge conversion in order

to operate (5), it is desirable to have an all-spin–

based concept that does not involve any flow of

charge. The realization of corresponding model

systems with dimensions on the atomic scale is

so far lacking.

The tip of a scanning tunneling microscope

(STM) has emerged as the tool that can be used

to fabricate atomic-scale structures in a bottom-

up fashion (13–15). Moreover, two complemen-

tary STM-basedmethods, spin-polarized scanning

tunneling spectroscopy (SP-STS) (16) and in-

elastic STS (17), have become the analogs of

magnetometry and spin resonance pushed to the

single-atom limit. SP-STS has demonstrated

the possibility of using the distance-dependent

Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) cou-

pling mediated by conduction electrons in me-

tallic substrates to tailor the sign and strength

of the magnetic coupling between atomic spins

(18) as well as with patches of ferromagnetic

islands (16).

We applied these techniques to realize a

model system for logical operations that uses

atomic spins of adatoms adsorbed on a nonmag-

netic metallic surface and their mutual RKKY

interaction in order to transmit and process in-

formation (Fig. 1). The atoms have two different

states, 0 or 1, depending on the orientation of

their magnetization (down or up, respectively).

They are constructed to form antiferromagneti-

cally RKKY-coupled chains (“spin leads”) that

transmit the information of the state of small

ferromagnetic islands (“input islands”) to the gate

region. The gate region, which comprises two

“end atoms” from each spin lead and an “output

atom,” forms the core where the logic operation

is performed. The states of the inputs and the

resultant state of the output atom are read out by

a scannable magnetic nano-electrode—the mag-

netic tip of a STM—in a tunneling magneto-

resistance device geometry (16). Although the

STM is used to construct and characterize the

device, the tunneling current is not essential for

performing the given logic operation. The states

of the inputs can be switched independently by

external magnetic field pulses
→

Bpulse. Based on an

all-spin concept, this model device is principally

nonvolatile and functions without the flow of

electrons, promising an inherently large energy

efficiency.

Triangular cobalt islands grown on the atom-

ically clean (111) surface of a copper single crystal

have a remnant mono-domain magnetization ori-

ented perpendicular to the surface (“out-of plane”)

and serve as nonvolatile input bits (19, 20). For

atomic spins, we chose Fe atoms adsorbed at

low temperature onto the same surface (fig. S1)

(19). As a result of a strong magnetic anisot-

ropy energy of ≈1 meV (21) and a negligible

thermal energy of kBT = 25 meV (where kB is the

Boltzmann constant) determined by the mea-

surement temperature (T = 0.3 K) (22), each

atomic spin is constricted to the two states ori-

ented maximally out-of-plane. Isolated Fe atoms

are therefore flipping randomly between these

two states. However, if an Fe atom sits close to a

Co island or another stabilized atom, the distance-

dependent oscillatory RKKYinteraction stabilizes

its spin into one of these two states. This RKKY

interaction is on the order of 0.1 meV, and its dis-

tance dependence was determined as described in

(16, 18) for pairs of Fe atoms and Fe atoms close

to Co islands (19). As the first step, the atomic

spin of the first atom in a spin lead has to be mag-

netically coupled to the input island by means of

the RKKY interaction, which was achieved by

using the magnetic tip (19) of the STM to move

the atom (13, 23) toward the input island to an

adequate coupling distance. Figure 2A shows

magnetic imaging of several Fe atoms positioned

in the vicinity of an input island (a) recordedwith

a chromium-coated (19) STM tip that is sensitive

to the out-of-plane component of the magnetiza-

tion of both the islands and the atoms (yellow or

blue indicates the magnetic state 1 or 0, parallel

or antiparallel to the tip magnetization
→

M , re-

spectively). The first atom was positioned at the

Institute of Applied Physics, Hamburg University, Jungiusstrasse
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Fig. 1. Device concept for an atomic-spin–based logic gate. Two chains (“spin leads”), which are
antiferromagnetically coupled magnetic atoms (yellow spheres) on a nonmagnetic metallic substrate with
interatomic couplings Jl, are exchange-coupled by Jisl to two “input islands” (a, b) of different size,
consisting of patches of ferromagnetic layers. The “end atom” of each spin lead and the final “output
atom” form a magnetically frustrated triplet with an antiferromagnetic coupling of Ja = Jb which
constitutes the logic gate. The spin lead parity (even/odd number of atoms) and the constant biasing
field B

→

bias determine the logical operation of the gate, and the field pulse B
→

pulse is used to switch the
inputs. The magnetic tip of a STM is used to construct and characterize the device.
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top corner of the island at a distance where the

coupling is antiferromagnetic with an exchange

energy of |Jisl| ≈ 0.3 – 0.35 meV. This coupling

varies slightly depending on the exact distance to

the input island and on the local geometry of the

island corner [supporting online material (SOM)

text and fig. S2]. Thus, while the input island is in

state 1 the atom is in state 0. In the next step, the

spin lead is built atom-by-atom by subsequently

adding Fe atoms with an interatomic distance d =

0.923 nm, where the interatomic exchange cou-

pling is antiferromagnetic (|Jisl| ≈ 0.1 meV) (Fig.

2, A to E) for spin leads with lengths of up to six

atoms. The read-out signal from the end atom in

each spin lead (Fig. 2F) shows that the output is

digital and affirms or negates the state of the input

for spin leads with an even or odd number of

atoms, respectively; thus, odd-number spin leads

transmit the inverted input, performing a NOT

function.

The next step is to select a second input is-

land (b) in proximity to the first and transmit

its state to a position close to the end atom of

the first lead by constructing a second spin lead.

Both constructed spin leads are illustrated in

Fig. 3A, one with six atoms and the other with

four atoms, each coupled to the corner of a sep-

arate input. The inputs have been chosen to

have drastically different sizes and consequent-

ly different coercivities B
a

coe ≈ 1.75 T and B
b

coe ≈

0.4 T, so that their state can be switched inde-

pendently by using magnetic field pulses
→

Bpulse

of different strength and polarity. Figure 3B shows

the device after the application of Bpulse ≈ –0.4 T,

which switches input b from state 1 to 0 while

input a stays in state 0. Upon reversal of the in-

put, each atom in the six-atom spin lead reverses

its state, and the end atom again affirms the state

of the input. There is no obvious change to the

opposite lying spin lead coupled to the other

input, indicating minimal cross talk between the

spin leads.

The last step necessary to construct a logical

gate by using our proposed concept is to place an

output atom at an appropriate distance between

the end atoms of both spin leads, that is, construct

the gate region. The interplay between the ex-

change couplings Ja and Jb of the output atom

and Jl of both spin leads (Fig. 1) is pivotal in

determining whether the device works as a log-

ical gate. Given that the exchange interaction

between each spin lead and its island Jisl dom-

inates, and that the mutual interaction between

the end atoms in both leads is smaller than J1,

which is a prerequisite for device functionality,

there are three principal cases to consider: (i) the

“extended chain” case, where Jl ≥ Ja > Jb or Ja >

Jl > Jb; (ii) the “cross-talk” case, where Ja ≥ Jb ≥

Jl ; and (iii) the “frustration” case, where Jl > Ja =

Jb. For case (i), the output is only sensitive to

the state of one input, and thus the device works

as an affirmation or negation of its correspond-

ing input, similar to the demonstration in Fig. 2.

For case (ii), the two spin leads cannot be re-

garded as independent and influence each other.

In order to realize basic logical functions, this

is undesirable because each end atom of each

spin lead should solely reflect its correspond-

ing input. Only the frustration case (iii) offers a

viable and flexible solution in the following

way: If the two end atoms of each spin lead are

in the same state, the output atom will negate

that state. If the two end atoms are in opposite

states, the output atom is magnetically frustrated,

yielding a degeneracy because it wants to align

antiparallel to both end atoms. This frustration

can easily be broken by applying a biasing mag-

netic field
→

Bbias, which is weak enough not to

change either of the spin lead states or modify the

input state but strong enough for the frustrated

output to energetically favor one state.

The realization of such a gate using two odd

length spin leads is illustrated in Fig. 4, A to D.

The interatomic spacing of both spin leads is d =

0.923 nm, resulting in antiferromagnetic coupling

| Jl | ≈ 0.1meV, and the gate is an equilateral triplet

with an interatomic distance of d = 1.35 nm, re-

sulting in antiferromagnetic coupling |Ja| = |Jb| ≈

0.025 meV. The two inputs are switched inde-

pendently from Fig. 4A to Fig. 4D by applying
→

Bpulse of appropriate strength and direction. Each

spin lead adjusts to its corresponding input in-

dependently of the other input state. The output is

in the 0 (1) state when both inputs are in the 0 (1)

state corresponding to the negation of the input

by the end atoms of the odd spin leads. If the in-

puts are in different states, the output aligns par-

allel to Bbias = +50 mT (state 1), and the device

thus works as an OR gate (see truth values below

Fig. 4, A to D).

The major loop magnetization curves (18, 21)

of both input islands (a, b) as well as of the out-

put atom are shown in Fig. 4, E and F. Clearly,

input a has a much larger coercive field (Ba
coe ≈

1.75 T) than that of input b (Bb
coe ≈ 0.4 T), which

allows for a large range of magnetic field pulses

(0.4 T ≤ |Bpulse| ≤ 1.75 T) that can switch the

inputs independently. During the initial down-

ward sweep (blue markers), both inputs and the

output are in state 1 until the field overcomes the

exchange interaction between the output atom

and the two end atoms at Bcrit = –m × |Ja + Jb| ≈

–3.5mB × 0.05 meV = –0.25 T (18) [where m is

the magnetic moment of the Fe atom (21)],

where the output is forced into state 0. In the

upwards sweep (red markers), the output does

not revert back to state 1 until the field once

again overcomes Bcrit ≈ +0.25 T. Thus, during

this major loop the inputs are only inverted
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Fig. 2. Construction and read-out of a spin lead.
(A to E) Top view three-dimensional (3D) topo-
graphs colored with simultaneously measured
spin-resolved dI/dV map of spin leads of different
lengths [two (A) to six (E) atoms] constructed from
antiferromagnetically coupled Fe atoms with inter-
atomic distance d= 0.923 nm on Cu(111). The first
atom in the spin lead is magnetically stabilized by
the corner of a triangular Co input island (bottom
left). The color on top of each atom or island reflects
its magnetization state (0, blue; 1, yellow; color
bar ranges from 26.5 to 30.4 nS). (F) dI/dV signal
averaged on the end atom of each lead in (A) to (E)
as a function of spin lead length illustrating the
digital output of the end atom. Bbias = +200 mT;
Vsample = –10 mV; It = 600 pA; Vmod = 5 mV [root
mean square (rms)].

Fig. 3. (A to B) Switching
of a spin lead. Each of the
two antiferromagnetic spin
leads (d = 0.923 nm) is
magnetically coupled to
the corner of one of the
two Co input islands having
different sizes (a, b). By ap-
plying |Bpulse| ≈ 0.4 T, the
magnetization of the smaller
input island (b) is reversed
from (A) 1 to (B) 0. The
six-atom spin lead accord-
ingly transmits the infor-
mation to its end atom,
whereas the four-atom spin
lead coupled to the input
islanda remains unaffected.
Bbias = +200 mT; Vsample = –10 mV; It = 600 pA; Vmod = 5 mV (rms); color bar ranges from 24 to 29 nS.
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relative to each other at a field above |Bcrit|,

and consequently the frustrated situation in

which the output is aligned with
→

Bbias does not

occur. As shown by magnetization curves of

the other atoms in the two spin leads (SOM text

and fig. S2), the detailed couplings within each

spin lead are more complex because of a resid-

ual exchange interaction of atoms within each

spin lead with the corresponding input island

and because of residual cross talk between the

leads. Therefore, the magnetic signal strength

of each atom in the lead and of the output atom

is different. However, we can conclude that as

long as 0 < Bbias < Bcrit the device works as an

OR gate.

Our proposed scheme is quite flexible. In the

above example of the OR gate, the orientation of
→

Bbias and
→

M tip was chosen to be parallel. The log-

ical function is changed if this relative orientation

is reversed. The logical function can be changed

as well by using different combinations of even-

and odd-length spin leads. All possible combi-

nations and the resulting logical functions are

summarized in Table 1.

There are several open issues to be solved

before these realized model systems can be

scaled to a larger logic device architecture. In

order to drive additional gates, it remains to be

demonstrated how to realize an output spin lead

and a fan-out by coupling two spin leads to

the end atom of an output spin lead. This might

be challenging because the magnetic stability

of the spin leads will decrease as a function of

their length, which would increase the error rate

of the end atoms. However, the distance depen-

dence of the RKKY interaction inherently offers

flexibility, giving this concept extensive versa-

tility. Although rather weak antiferromagnetic

couplings were used for the realized model gate,

combinations of antiferromagnetic and stronger

ferromagnetic couplings can be achieved by a

proper tuning of the interatomic distances in or-

der to stabilize the spin leads. For example, by

linking the Fe atoms with Cu adatoms the in-

teraction strength can be increased by an order

of magnitude (24). For the logical operations

presented here, we made use of quasiclassical

magnetic moments pointing either up or down.

Implementation of quantum mechanical spins

with more than two states (25) may present an

intriguing extension of our demonstrated con-

cept by providing a larger number of states for

each atom and could potentially lead to the

realization of model systems for quantum infor-

mation processing.
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Fig. 4. OR gate. (A to D)
Side view 3D topographs
colored with simultaneous-
ly measured spin-resolved
dI/dV map of the device
for all four possible input
permutations (color bar
ranges from 24.7 to 26.9
nS). The spin leads have
an interatomic distance
of d = 0.923 nm, and the
antiferromagnetic gate trip-
let is equilateral with d =
1.35 nm. By applying out-
of-plane magnetic field
pulses of different strength
and direction [(A) → (B):
Bpulse= –0.39 T, (B)→ (C):
Bpulse = –2 T, +0.75 T,
(C)→(D):Bpulse=–0.385T],
each input (a, b) can be
controllably switched, and
the two spin leads trans-
mit the information to
their endatoms. Theoutput
atom in the gate triplet
reflects the logical opera-
tion of the inputs (in the
truth table, states of the
inputs are labeled blue and of the output red). The biasing field Bbias = +50 mT favors the 1 state of the
output atom. (E and F) Major loop magnetization curves of (E) input a (dots), input b (triangles), and (F)
output atom of the OR gate (blue symbols indicate downward sweep and red symbols indicate upward
sweep). The saturation magnetization values in the two states are labeled 0 and 1 and marked with
dashed horizontal lines in (F). The dashed vertical line corresponds to Bbias. Vsample = –10 mV; It = 600 pA;
Vmod = 5 mV (rms).
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Table 1. Possible logical expectations as a function of the relative orientation of biasing field on
magnetization, and of the parity of each spin lead.

a, b odd a, b even a even, b odd a odd, b even

B
→

bias↑↑M
→

tip OR NAND a → b a ← b

B
→

bias↑↓M
→

tip AND NOR a ←/ b a →/ b
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1www.sciencemag.org    SCIENCE    ERRATUM POST DATE    8 JULY 2011 

ERRATUM

Reports: “Realizing all-spin-based logic operations atom by atom” by A. A. Khajetoorians 
et al. (27 May, p. 1062). The following errors were introduced during proofs. On page 
1063, the third complete sentence should read, “In the next step, the spin lead is built 
atom-by-atom by subsequently adding Fe atoms with an interatomic distance d = 0.923 
nm, where the interatomic exchange coupling is antiferromagnetic (|J

l
| » 0.1 meV) (Fig. 

2, A to E) for spin leads with lengths of up to six atoms.” On the same page, the third sen-
tence of the second complete paragraph should begin, “Given that the exchange interac-
tion between each spin lead and its island J

isl
 dominates, and that the mutual interaction 

between the end atoms in both leads is smaller than J
l
, which is….” The caption above 

Table 1 should read, “Possible logical operations as a function of the relative orientation 
of biasing field and tip magnetization, and of the parity of each spin lead.” On page 1063, 
third column, second paragraph, the equation in the third sentence was incorrect. The cor-
rect equation is B

crit
 = –|J

a
 + J

b
|/m ≈ –0.05 meV/3.5 μB = –0.25 T. 

CORRECTIONS & CLARIFICATIONS

Post date 8 July 2011
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Manufacturing Decline 

Yields Drug Shortages
FROM OUR VANTAGE POINT WITHIN THE WORLD 

of pharmaceutical development and manu-

facturing, we welcome your effort to draw 

attention to shortages of the irreplaceable 

cancer drug cytarabine (“Shortages of can-

cer drugs put patients, trials at risk,” J. Kaiser, 

News & Analysis, 29 April, p. 523). The scar-

city of not only cytarabine, but also numer-

ous other drugs, is an urgent public health 

problem that both the drug industry and the 

government have an obligation to address. To 

do this successfully, both the causes and the 

solutions of this issue need to be understood 

in their broader context: the neglect of man-

ufacturing, especially high-tech manufactur-

ing, in the United States.

The proximate cause of the most recent 

cytarabine shortage was a failure of produc-

tion. However, what turned this error into a 

tragedy was a failure of the market. As the 

News story explains, the profit margin on 

generic drugs such as cytarabine is often very 

small. At the same time, the technical and 

Seeds of Change for Restoration Ecology
FORESTS PROVIDE A WIDE VARIETY OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES, INCLUDING PROVISIONS SUCH AS 
food and fuel and services that affect climate and water quality (1). In light of the increasing 

global population pressure, we must not only conserve, but also restore forests to meet the 

increasing demands for ecosystem services and goods 

that they provide (2). Ecological restoration has recently 

adopted insights from the biodiversity-ecosystem func-

tion (BEF) perspective (3). This emphasis on functional 

rather than taxonomic diversity (3, 4), combined with 

increasing acceptance of perennial, global-scale effects 

on the environment (5, 6) and the associated species 

gains and losses (“Terrestrial ecosystem responses to 

species gains and losses,” D. A. Wardle et al., Review, 

10 June, p. 1273), may be the beginning of a paradigm 

shift in forest conservation and restoration ecology. As 

a result, we may see increased tolerance toward and the 

use of nonnative tree species in forests worldwide.
RAF AERTS1* AND OLIVIER HONNAY2

1Division Forest, Nature and Landscape, University of Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200E-2411, BE-3001 Leuven, Belgium. 
2Laboratory of Plant Ecology, University of Leuven, Kasteelpark Arenberg 31-2435, BE-3001 Leuven, Belgium.
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regulatory burden—especially for cytotoxic 

sterile injectibles (again, like cytarabine)—is 

as substantial as it is for extremely profi table, 

brand-name drugs. Few businesses could be 

expected to enter such a market, and indeed, 

few have. 

In this respect, the pharmaceutical indus-

try is far from exceptional. Business leaders 

like Andrew Liveris (CEO, Dow Chemical), 

Michael Porter (founder, Monitor Group), 

and Andy Grove (CEO, Intel) have sounded 

the alarm at the decline of America’s manu-

facturing capacity. They note that manufac-

turing has a tremendous multiplier effect on 

economic growth and job creation (1–3). 

Nonetheless, a perfect storm of laissez-faire 

public policy and bottom-line business deci-

sions has allowed the sector to atrophy. Con-

stituents of both the public and the private 

sectors work under the mistaken belief that 

American firms can continue to innovate 

domestically while leaving manufacturing to 

someone else. The fl aws in that logic are evi-

dent in our industry. We have seen that R&D 

and manufacturing are most effective when 

communication is reciprocal, the lessons 

learned in the plant feeding back to the draw-

ing board (or the lab bench) (4). As a result, in 

many industries, where manufacturing goes, 

innovation tends to follow.

The cytarabine shortage shows us that the 

wasting away of the U.S. manufacturing sec-

tor may not just shut us out of future pros-

perity; it can actively do harm in the present 

day. Today, across the United States, patients 

with leukemia are being told that they can’t 

have the one drug that could extend or save 

their lives. 

Letters to the Editor

Letters (~300 words) discuss material published in 

Science in the past 3 months or matters of gen-

eral interest. Letters are not acknowledged upon 

receipt. Whether published in full or in part, Let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and space. 

Letters submitted, published, or posted elsewhere, 

in print or online, will be disqualifi ed. To submit a 

Letter, go to www.submit2science.org.
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We join with Liveris, Porter, and the like-

minded thinkers mentioned in the News story 

in their call for more meaningful govern-

ment incentives to make manufacturing in 

the United States a logical choice. Targeted 

incentives can be an investment not only in 

the future of the economy, but in the future of 

individual Americans as well.
PATRICK CONNELLY* AND BRIAN PATRICK QUINN

Vertex Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: 
patrick_connelly@vrtx.com
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NSF’s Struggle 

to Articulate Relevance

PUBLIC SCIENCE TODAY FINDS ITSELF CAUGHT 
between competing demands: Researchers 

need autonomy to pursue questions wher-

ever they lead, whereas funders demand that 

research meet societal needs. The National 

Science Foundation (NSF) offers a case 

study of the balancing of scientifi c auton-

omy and societal accountability. NSF is 

charged with funding basic (i.e., nonmis-

sion) research. Yet Congress funds basic 

science in the hope that societal benefits 

will result. In 1997, NSF added a “broader 

impacts” review criterion to address con-

cerns about relevance: Justify research in 

terms of societal outcomes. 

Over the past decade our nation’s concern 

with accountability has increased, and in 

response, the NSF recently issued new draft 

criteria for the review of submitted propos-

als (1). The new plan will require researchers 

to identify the broader good of their research 

by selecting from a list of national priorities. 

No doubt, scientists who complained about 

the vagueness of the “benefi ts to society” 

clause in the former criterion will welcome 

the proposed changes as providing much-

needed clarity and direction to the idea of 

“broader impacts.” But specifying impacts 

raises three potential problems.  

First, the list focuses on economics and 

national security, but excludes protecting the 

environment and addressing other social prob-

lems. Aside from the consequences of neglect-

ing these areas, this new focus may under-

mine the attractiveness of STEM disciplines 

to more idealistic students who are interested 

in meeting human needs rather than foster-

Published by AAAS
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Learn how current events
are impacting yourwork.

ScienceInsider, the new policy blog from the journal
Science, is your source for breaking news and instant

analysis from the nexus of politics and science.

Produced by an international teamof science journalists,

ScienceInsider offers hard-hitting coverage on a range of

issues including climate change, bioterrorism, research

funding, andmore.

Before research happens at the bench, science policy is

formulated in the halls of government.Make sure you

understand how current events are impacting your work.

Read ScienceInsider today.

www.ScienceInsider.org

Breaking news and analysis from
the world of science policy

ing economic competitiveness. Second, under 

the proposed new criteria, applicants and 

reviewers are restricted to the provided list of 

national needs, which will complicate efforts 

to respond to new challenges as they develop. 

Third, addressing these national needs is 

now supposed to happen “collectively.” This 

reopens the question of whether each individ-

ual proposal must address broader impacts. 

The new criterion thus replaces vagueness 

regarding what counts as a broader impact 

with vagueness regarding who is responsible 

for addressing broader impacts.

The new criteria are not without merit. 

For example, the guidelines on how to 

implement proposed broader impacts are 

improved. Once one identifi es the national 

goal to be pursued, the new broader impacts 

criterion focuses on logistical questions that 

should be asked in peer review. 

The proposed changes in the merit review 

criteria move too far in the direction of 

accountability, at the cost of scientifi c cre-

ativity and autonomy. The set of principles 

(in terms of national goals) also suffers from 

excessive detail at the cost of fl exibility. Of 

course, revising the criteria is a perennial 

process of renegotiation as cultural values 

change, and these are only draft criteria and 

principles. NSF invites comments until 14 

July. Both the scientifi c community and the 

science policy community need to make their 

voices heard.  ROBERT FRODEMAN* 

AND J. BRITT HOLBROOK

Center for the Study of Interdisciplinarity, University of 
North Texas, Denton, TX 76203–5017, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: 
frodeman@unt.edu
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

Reports: “Realizing all-spin–based logic operations atom by 
atom” by A. A. Khajetoorians et al. (27 May, p. 1062). The fol-
lowing errors were introduced during proofs. On page 1063, 
the third complete sentence should read, “In the next step, 
the spin lead is built atom-by-atom by subsequently adding 
Fe atoms with an interatomic distance d = 0.923 nm, where 
the interatomic exchange coupling is antiferromagnetic 
(|Jl| » 0.1 meV) (Fig. 2, A to E) for spin leads with lengths of 

up to six atoms.” On the same page, the third sentence of 
the second complete paragraph should begin, “Given that the 
exchange interaction between each spin lead and its island 
Jisl dominates, and that the mutual interaction between the 
end atoms in both leads is smaller than Jl, which is….” The 
caption above Table 1 should read, “Possible logical opera-
tions as a function of the relative orientation of biasing fi eld 
and tip magnetization, and of the parity of each spin lead.” 
On page 1063, third column, second paragraph, the equation 
in the third sentence was incorrect. The correct equation is 
Bcrit = –|Jα + Jβ|/m ≈ –0.05 meV/3.5 µB = –0.25 T.

News Focus: “New work reinforces megaquake’s harsh 
lessons in geoscience” by R. A. Kerr (20 May, p. 911). 
The story gave incorrect URLs for three Science papers 
it cited. The correct URLS are www.sciencemag.org/
content/early/2011/05/18/science.1206731 (Simons), 
www.sciencemag.org/content/early/2011/05/18/sci-
ence.1207020 (Ide), and www.sciencemag.org/content/
early/2011/05/18/science.1207401 (Sato). The online HTML 
version has been corrected.

Education Forum: “Inquiry-based writing in the laboratory 
course” by C. Moskovitz and D. Kellogg (20 May, p. 919). 
Two similar sentences appear in the fi rst column on page 
920. One was mistakenly included when a correction was 
made. The correct sentence is: “Now, imagine that students 
are given, at random, either contaminated or uncontami-
nated reagents, but they do not know who received which.”

Letters: “Counting India’s wild tigers reliably” by K. U. 
Karanth et al. (13 May, p. 791). The photo credit should 
have been “Pallava Bagla.”
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